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Father Chamtuade
® Most of the people in this world
spend their time in attempting to narrow down the gap between principle
and practice. Bridging that gap is not
the affair of a day or a week or a
month or even a year — it is the work
of a lifetime.
For William Joseph
Chaminade it was rather an arduous
task considering that that lifetime extended over a period of ninety years.
Narrowing

down

the

gap

involved

both the sanctification of his own life
and the sanctification of the lives of
those with whom he was to work.
That the work and the santification of
himself were to be most intimately
united, nay, almost complementary,
strikes a familiar chord in the minds
of those familiar with the spirituality
of the age in which we live. Readers
of such works as The Soul of The
Apostolate will recognize the intimate
connection between the “making holy”
and the “means of making holy.”
In one sense the life of William
Joseph Chaminade is difficult to present because of the widespread and
varied activity in which he participated,

not

as

follower,

but

as

mind

the

image

of

a

The

to

periods

of

the

most

activity in the life of Fr.
were those of 1800-1804

In declaring that he was a man of
God, we are tempted to remove our
gaze from the accomplishments of his
life, that is, we tend to separate sainthood from the things that go to make
up sainthood. “Man of God” tends to
to

Neither were these two religious
orders founded at the drop of a hat
. . . they had their beginnings in the
preparatory work that had been done
earlier in the life of the founder. That
work concerned itself with the young
people of the city of Bordeaux, and it
took the form of sodalities.

leader.

In another sense, his life is easy
present: he was a man of God.

eall

greater part of his life, his entire life
in fact, was spent in narrowing down
the
gap
between
practice
and
principle. Most outstanding and best
known of his works is the foundation
of the Society of Mary. For women he
founded the Daughters of Mary.

mystic

1831.

It

was

shortly

intense

Chaminade
and 1814-

after

the

turn

of the century that the first sodality
was made clear by Fr. Chaminade;
there

were

only

two

requisites

in

his

mind: strive to imitate as perfectly
as possible Christ, both in His life and
in

His

works

looking steadfastly up to heaven with
hands grasping a palm branch or cru-

the

eifix.

Chaminade

joy

of

and

being

“multiplying

secondly,
a

her

son

of

to

share

Mary

by

as

Fr.

family”

one of which rolled down an incline
and struck Joseph’s right foot, injuring it so badly that six weeks of nursing produced little effect. When every
known remedy had been applied, Fr.
John, his brother,
became
worried
(both were in the College of Mussidan
in France at the time). At the latter’s
suggestion, Joseph promised a pilgrimage to Our Lady of Verdelais if
he would be cured. Within a few days
the foot was healed. The second manifestation of the supernatural supposedly took place at Saragossa in
Spain, when the founder received the
commission to lay the foundation of
the Society of Mary. In a conference
on interior graces and lights one or
the other detail was made known by
Fr. Chaminade, accidently as it seemed, since he never again broached the
subject despite many inquiries by his
own religious.
Faith for Fr. Chaminade was the
light that never failed:
its pattern
weaves itself throughout his entire
life. Among things practical stands
out the manner in which he treated
those sent to him by Almighty God.
Considering merely the natural tal_ents of these people, it is difficult to
see how the work to be done was ever
completed. Fr. Chaminade had to use
those whose

pitiful efforts would

have

disheartened a man with not quite as
much faith in the power of God to use
the

weak

things

glory.

So much

virtue,

that

it

of

the

world

for

His

did he insist on this
continues

to

exist,

to-

gether with Filial Piety, as one of the
virtues

most

religious

to

of the

be

desired

in

the

Society.

cannot keep his hands wrapped around
a palm branch or crucifix for any

The ostensible presence of the supernatural in the life of Fr. Chaminade
is limited to two instances: one day
he and a group of schoolmates were

The good that men do lives after
them:
for us as Catholics has been
set the example of a man who took
things as he found them, making all
things to be stepping-stones to God.
May we look upon all things in the

length

taking

same

Unfortunately

inclined
from
and

to take

the
of

such

work.

time

and

of

us

a picture

consideration

his

of

most
of

However,

do

the

are

to

phrase

it.

away

the

man

a

man

work

that

Fr. Chaminade did. His works go a
long way towards showing that the
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loved

a

stone

began

a walk

which

quarry.
playing

led them

Some
with

the

of

through

the

loose

boys
stones,

light

as

did

William

Joseph

Chaminade!
—FRANCIS

MULLAN.
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CHALLENGE

TO

DEMOCRACY

By William
@ Today, the world is threatened
with domination by a_ ruthless
and immoral aggressor; it is Communism with all of its chief adherents. These nations, inspired by deceitful and aggressive dictatorships,
are operating under the ruse of

world betterment, but actually they
are pernicious conspirators seeking
to abolish God and all natural law.
They are driven on by the lust for

power, a power which no state has
the right to possess, that of curtailing the inalienable rights of the individual. Man, by right of the natural law and of his very existence
as a rational being, supersedes the
State. In brief, the State exists for
man, not man for State. The State

is only as powerful as its citizens
legislate it to be. It has no night to

deny the individual his priority in

exercising God-given right. The
State is a natural society, not some
artificial fabrication. It is not the
owner of its citizens but their servant. This does not relegate the
State into being the servant of the
individual, but the servant of all the

citizens together.
We, as citizens of the free portion
of the world, would

be wise to be-

come increasingly aware of this
depredating influence creeping
throughout the world today. The

hour has passed when men may
think in terms of pettiness. Selfiishness, envy and greed must not be
a part of the thinking of mankind
January, 1951

if this nation and
are to survive, we

will need the same steady wisdom,
staunch character, and firm courage
that our people had in Lincoln’s
time. As a soft, rich, and stupid
nation we cannot hope to survive.
We cannot always gloss over glaring mistakes with the blood of our
citizens.

The problem we have been called
upon to solve, therefore, is the
course of action necessary to maintain our freedom and bring about a
peaceful resolution of this world
crisis, or, to meet aggression and de-

feat the mighty forces of Communism which would enslave the entire

free world.

Our essential and fundamental
purpose is, as it has always been in

our

history,

institutions,

to preserve
so

that

our

free

freedom

and

justice may survive and continue to
flourish.
We

1951

E. Huth

if we are to safeguard and preserve
our freedom, and give hope to a
much
confused
and _ staggering
world. We are in a period of terrible
stress, in which,
all Christendom

IN

1951

can best accomplish this ob-

jective by first establishing a state
of firm national unity. Such national
unity is composed of both emotional
and rational impulses. Three conditions are necessary for its realization.
First, there must be a common
desire. It may be induced by some

need,

danger,

or ideal, but it must

be expressed in terms of the individual citizen —a desire that he ex-

periences personally and intensively.
Secondly,

there must be a com-

mon faith; faith in chosen leaders,
in the selected methods, and in the

ideals expressed by God-fearing men.
Thirdly, there must be a common
courage, a participating determination to pay the price, a common
sacrifice so that the objective may
be won.
If the American people are to be

considered worthy of the leadership

derived from our power and prestige,
we must be very sure that we remain true to the values and principles upon which this nation was
founded. It is the example of democracy at work, vigorous, respectful
of its original principles, growing in
freedom and justice and opportunity, that can inspire ourselves and
others to meet the challenges ahead
with courage and confidence. Without this situation, which depends
upon

every

citizen

doing

his duty,

the attainment of freedom would
become a mere figure of speech, a
dismal failure.
If this nation is to accept the
challenge for world leadership in
this critical period, the responsibility
lies not with only a few public offcials, not just with the Congress,
but with the entire American
people. The qualities we must demPage 3

onstrate — steadiness, moderation,
constancy of purpose, and faith in
Christ — these qualities are possible
for us as a nation only if the American people participate as individuals
in striving to make our society

worthy of the hopes and the aspirations of free men everywhere.
A profound understanding of the
forces we are dealing with, and the
role we must play, must be acquired
by each of us. Every single individual has a share in this responsibility.

Communism, the danger which
we must constantly be aware of, is
in

essence,

the

death

of

the

in-

dividual and the burial of his remains in a collective mass. While
the democracies of the world appeal
to an individual’s reason and morals,

the Kremlin persuades its subjects
with the slave camps and the grave.
To corrupt the minds and hearts of
the individual or the nation they
would destroy is much more satsify-

ing than the destruction of that na-

tion’s factories or ports. To the free
nations bordering the Iron Curtain

this is a fearful and terrifying menace. Its spreading, deadly poison has
seeped into the councils of our own
nation.

Let us be aware that in this
struggle for freedom at home and

THE

ACID
By Robert Spreng

@ My memory takes me back a
few years to an evening in a small
room at the eighth Army headquarters in Japan.
Our evenings at that time were
the slowest part of our service time.

In the day-time we were busy with
various duties, while in the evening
we would tend to think of home

and friends. Some diversion was nec-

essary for passing the time. Our subject that evening was politics.

This particular evening had been
the anniversary of our victory in
Japan. Our topic was Russia and
the possibility of an invasion from

the east. The Reds at the time were
contemplating a victory in Korea,
two hundred miles from our post.

It seems that we let our imagination get a little out of hand. We
were asking each other what we
would do as individuals in case of
a surprise attack on our post.

I had never experienced a battle
for my life. I had heard of them
from my brothers and my friends

but this would be of no great help

faith and effort. Each one of us is

to me if I were to face an enemy
with the intent to kill me. What
would I do under fire? Faint?
Would I be calm and brave or would
I be afraid and scream my head off?
I knew that these problems would

a drop to swell that river and augment its forces. We are approaching our final hour, our final oppor-

have to see the bloodiness of war.

abroad, our greatest weapon, both
the sword and a shield, will be our
love of, and faith in God. To open
the minds and hearts of men to this
truth will require a mighty river of

tunity to secure the peace that has
twice in our lifetime escaped us.
In the grim determination of
America to carry the struggle
through to the bitter end, one can
see new

promise,

a new

assurance,

that remaining free people shall not
become enslaved. Together if we
can, but alone if we must, we will

find strength to meet our common

danger and to overcome it, for the
destiny of our people is to hold high
the banner of freedom for all men

everywhere. The nation’s peril is our
challenge. The united will of the
people must be our answer.
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TEST

never be solved unless I was put to
the test. I prayed that I would never

George
young

Smith,

fellow

an

of my

impudent
own

age

—

which was nineteen at the time —
could be heard over the rest of the

men. George was a nice kid but he
was a know-it-all. No one could tell

him a thing that he didn’t already
know.

“T would give my right arm to get
a shot
said.

at

those

damn

Reds,”

he

Our elderly sergeant seated in the
rear, rose from his chair and moved
to the center of the group. Sergeant Monaghan, a red-faced Irish-

man from “the big city” (as we always referred to New York City), a
veteran
wounds

of two wars, and with
from each to prove it, was

admired and respected by all the
men. Sergeant wasn’t an ordinary
army superior like people associated
with the army. He was kind but
tough. I thought I had a special relationship to him because he re-

minded me of my father. I was
probably not the only one that
thought of him that way.
“Lads,”

he

said,

“I have

seen

a

bit of action in my service; I have

seen the brave die, the yellow run,
the scared pray, and the godless

swear with death staring them

in

the face. War at the front has different ways of affecting each of its
victims.”
He went on to tell us of his experiences in the army and how he
received his wounds.

His voice was

calm but effective. What he said, I
am sure, was deeply thought of by
the men.

I was meditating on the sergeant’s
words when a sensation of fear swept
over my countenance. Bombs were
bursting around us. Specks of burning timber were being hurled against
the windows and doors. I heard a
voice cry out “the Reds”. I took no
time to think. I threw myself on the
floor and sought shelter under the
nearest table. At an interval I remember saying my Rosary. My
memory went blank for a few seconds at that first frightening moment of the attack.
“Be calm and stay on the floor,”
came the voice of the sergeant.
The old-timer had been like the
rest of us, scared, but he still had
full use of his faculties.

Smith had gone panicky after the

first bomb hit. He ran to the door
and opened it. A blinding flash of
light

was

minute

all

that

later we

Smith’s mangled

we

were

saw,

and

gazing

a

on

body.

(Continued on Page 20)
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WHO’S

AFRAID

NOW?

“Haw, haw, haw — come on now

George . . . whom are you trying to
kid? That’s college stuff and you
know it!”

By Francis Mullan

“Tl bet I can convince you that

it’s really worth something!”

high school seniors who did not fall

One day after school as George
was getting into the bus to go home,

under the classification of a “fresh
and brazen teen ager.” George knew

and started banging on the door of

© George Kern was one of those

that this tag, which fitted so many

of his pals, could never be applied
to

him

and

at

times,

he

almost

regretted the fact. He never was able
to catch anyone’s attention — such
a state of things was not normal for
a boy of eighteen and George was
keenly aware of it. And to top it all
off, his home

was

on

the outskirts

of town which made it difficult for
him to “get into the thick of
things.”

Bill

Hartmann,

tall and_

good-

natured, was George’s boon compan-

ion.

Bill was

school

fellows,

popular

among

his

almost extraordinar-

ily so. But Bill was somewhat of a
happy-go-lucky student — one could
never discern just what it was that
Bill took an interest in, if anything.
Bill and George were almost inseparable although it was almost always
that Bill was miles ahead of George.

There never was any such thing as
envy in George’s mind, however,
despite Bill’s ability to like and be
liked.
The

homes

of Bill and

Bill came dashing down

the street

the bus as it began to pull away
from the curb. The driver braked
the bus to a stop, Bill hopped up

the step and had his ticket punched

by the latter as the bus picked up
momentum again. The bus was almost

deserted, for it was well after

3:30. Parked in one corner in the
rear of the bus was George, engrossed in a book.

“Well, if it isn’t George
— How
come you're so late?”
“T might ask the same,” retorted

Bill, plunking himself down beside
his companion. “What have you got

there?”
“A book on the training
will—it’s really great stuff!”
“A

of the

the

feats

of

the

human

will?”

a person

that old house

do

out on

Storm King Road? . . . the one that
has a lot of strange stories told about

it? You know, the one that has
somebody playing music in it in the
middle

of the night

. . . well,

I'll

bet you two banana splits and a
ticket to the Giant-Dodger ball
game that you’re too scared to find

out what causes the music . . .”
George’s thoughts were in a
hubub . . . confusion and consternation sought outlets in his countenance, but he had mastered his feel-

ings to some extent already, independently of any book.

. that’s a bet, that’s what it
isc
ie
The date of the enterprise came
too quickly for George, who secretly

speech

—

The
in

struck

withdrawal

fact

Bill’s

greater and

never
taunting

greater

uneasiness into George. George even
went so far as to betray his fear by
asking Bill what else he had heard

about the old house.

did not

“Isn’t that enough

for one eve-

ning’s work?” had been Bill’s quick

out three or four companions; a
small lake which afforded the children of the town a spot to keep
them clear of mischief on sultry
summer days as well as in sub-zero
weather; a small privately-owned airport that tendered to rich men
whose homes lay beyond the immediate limits of Farmingdale and fnally a rickety and ramshackle farm

retort. “If you explain how and
where that music comes from, you'll
be doing O.K.”
George’s thoughts that afternoon
were in a state of confusion.
“Tf I can only keep my head when
I get in there — let’s see . . . I’ve
got to get my

mind

away

from

all

thought of what is going to happen
this evening. Now let me see . .

house reported to be haunted. This
old house lay on a back road paralleling the main thoroughfare of

what did we have for assignment in
English this evening?”

the town and about half a mile dis-

January, 1951

know

came

venture after dark, at least not with-

tant from it.

you

challenge.

George

town contained a representative collection of oddities: a rough section

which

lot of hot air! Listen sharp now:

hoped that Bill would withdraw the

were about a quarter of a mile apart,
both of them on the outskirts of
Farmingdale, Long Island. The
through

what a chance

“Why, that’s a doggone — that’s

“Why, haven’t you ever heard of
of

haw, haw,

a downright — that’s a .. . that’s a

what?”

some

“Haw,

— what a chance! wait till this news
gets around — wait a minute...
hmm ... hmm — I got it! We'll
see whether your malarky is just a

Illustration

by

Shirley

McCurtin

A bit of his assignment

completPage
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ed, George made his way out to the

SIGHT

kitchen hardly knowing where he
was going. Tonight was different:
ordinarily George did not have to

be called; the supper was insipid;
the talk around the supper table
lagged. The vacant stare in George’s
eyes went unnoticed by everyone
except his mother, who

attributed

it to one of his moods which came
and went at almost regular intervals.
It was after 9:30 P.M. when Bill

called for George that evening. Together they set out for the old place.
“Well, let’s go Bill. I’m ready for
anything. Are you coming in with

me?”

“Coming
“with” sent
tave. “That
job to find
self.”

in with you?” the word
Bill’s voice up an ocwasn’t the bet. It’s your
out and to do it your-

No use trying that one, Bill
thought to himself as they approached the house. The pair were now
about half a mile from town and

almost the same distance from any
house which showed signs of human
habitation. The night was dark —
extremely dark — the sky completely shielded from view by a heavy
blanket of clouds.
The haunted house itself was located in the center of a small tract
of land that was at one time a farm.
There was a small road leading up
to the house and passing directly in

front of it. The boys turned off the
main road and at length reached
the house.
Their talk was in whispers now.
“Well, here goes nothing, Bill.
I’m going in and see what’s up.
Where will you be?”
What George could not discern
was the change that had come over
Bill ever since the boys had left the
main road — the night was too dark
to afford any such revelation.
“With y-you,” he stammered.
A feeling of relief, unlooked for,

spread over George’s countenance,
but he was unwilling to betray it,
and in answering he feigned indifference.

(Continued on Page 20)
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WITHOUT

EYES

By John J. Wolery

@ Many times people are completely bewildered by the ability of

From the day that I got the watch

a blind person to live a healthy, normal life, and by the manner in

who have two good eyes.

which he becomes adapted to living
in

a world

without

light,

that

is,

without light so far as the man on

the street thinks.

I interviewed such a sightless person some time ago. He is a blind
Negro whom I will call Mr. B. He
has been blind since the age of

three but he has enjoyed life very

I learned to “see” as well as the men

“I began to notice things, for example, how far I was from something by the sound it would make.
I started to school when

I was nine,

and I got good grades because I remembered almost everything that
the teacher said. On test days I
would stay after school and say my

lessons instead of writing them.

“A lot of people wonder how it

“After I finished the eighth grade
I got a job at the railroad station
calling out incoming and outgoing
trains. I saved enough money to go
to Chicago and it was there that I
learned to read by Braille. I read
books and papers and learned about
history and literature by reading.

is to be blind and how blind people
are able to go places and to really

“It is by feeling, hearing, smelling,
and tasting that I know what the

much. Often he can be seen down
town whiling away the time by his

favorite pastime of “watching” the
people pass by. Here is the story of
his experiences as he told them to
me.

enjoy life. Well, it is easy. When I
was a little boy I lost my sight, and
from then on I never paid too much
attention to the things that went on
around me. I figured that since I
had lost my eyes I just would have
to sit around and take life easy, and
forget about going anywhere or do-

ing anything.

home town. I would sing and dance
for the trainmen and they would al-

give me

some

money.

One

Christmas they all chipped in and
bought me a new suit and a watch.
You wonder how I learned to tell
time? Easy! See, this is the watch.
They took the glass off and the case
still protects the hands from being
torn off. Then they taught me how
to tell time by the position of the
hands. To set the watch all I had
to do was listen to the clock chimes
every morning at home.
“Different ones of the trainmen
taught me their schedules. From
then

on

I knew

me

is like, and what

people are doing. If you go to the
store and receive change from the
merchant, you look to see if the
change is correct. Not I! I can tell
the correct change by the weight

and feel of the coins.

“T like to go to the movies and

“About this time I used to play
down at the train station in my
ways

world around

what

trains

were

due, who the crew was, and by the
vibrations on the platform I even
knew what track the train was on.

the ball games and prize fights and
circuses because I can tell what is
going on by the sounds. I like to
listen to the radio and we even

have
dance,

a television
too.

set.

I used

to

Still try sometimes.

think that blind people have a better

I

sense of rythm than people who can
see. I think at dances blind people
pay more attention to the music.
“I can tell food by the way it
smells and I know what it will taste
like. I can tell people by the way
they talk. I differentiate between
cld and young people, colored and
white, men and women. I can tell

if people are in a hurry by the sound
of their footsteps and by their
voices. I can

even

listen

to people

talking to each other and tell if one
is trying to outlie the other.

(Continued on Page 20)
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GILBERT

KEITH

CHESTERTON

By Mary

Hunt

@ Chesterton was born on May
29, 1874, in Shefheld Terrace,
Campden Hill, England. He spent

childhood of exceptional men, a
combination of backwardness and
precocity. Gilbert Chesterton was in
some ways a very backward child.
He did not talk much before three
and he learned to read only at eight.
Gilbert’s story-telling and verse-making, however, began at an early age.
There is nothing very striking in the
written fragments that remain, but
his drawings, even at the age of five,
are full of vigor. His early days at
school were very solitary, and he did
not make many friends at first. Gilbert was a sleepy and indifferent student and was able to master anything when he cared to take the

his early school days at Colet Court

in preparation for his secondary education at St. Paul’s public school.
His school and home life met daily
instead of being separated from each
other. Years later Chesterton remarked that the chief defect of Oxford was that it consisted almost

entirely of people educated at boarding schools. When all of Gilbert’s
friends were at Oxford or Cam-

bridge, he studied at two art schools,
the School of Art in St. John’s
Wood and the Slade School. Contad Noel married Gilbert Chesterton and Frances Blagg at Kensington parish church on June 28, 1901.
Their marriage was extremely happy,
and during the first eight years of
his

married

life,

ten

of

his books

were published. Throughout his lifetime Chesterton devoted most of
his time to writing. He is credited
with numerous publications among
which those on Father Brown are
especially famous. At his deathbed
the attending priest sang the “Salve
Regina” the hymn to Our Lady
which is sung in the Dominican
Order over every dying friar. It was
surely fitting for the biographer of
St. Thomas and the ardent suppliant of Mary. Chesterton’s pen lay on
the table beside his bed and the
priest picked it up and kissed it. The

great author died on June 14, 1936,
the

Sunday

within

the

octave

of

Corpus Christi, the same feastday
on which he was received in the
church fourteen years ago. The Introit of that Sunday is particularly
applicable to Chesterton:
“The
Lord became my protector and he
brought me forth into a large place.
He saved me because he was well
pleased with me. I will love thee, O
Lord, with all my strength. The
Lord is my firmament and my refuge
and my deliverer.”
*

*

*

The Chestertons were well-established in that English middle-class
January, 1951

trouble,
Illustration

by

Tom

untidy,

Eshelman

respectability in which their son was
to discover, or into which he was to

bring a glow and thrill of adventurous romance. Edward Chesterton, Gilbert’s father, belonged

serious family and a

to a

serious gener-

ation, which took its work as a duty

and its profession as a vocation.
Gilbert’s mother was Marie Grosjian, one of a family of twenty-three
children. Marie’s father, whom Gilbert never saw, had been one of the

old Wesleyan lay preachers and was

thereby involved in public controversy, a characteristic which descended to his grandchild. The Chestertons were essentially liberal, both
politically and theologically exhibit-

ing a spirit of increased tolerance.

Gilbert belonged to an age that on
the whole found the rest of life
more exciting and interesting than
religion, an age that had kept Christian virtues and still believed that
these

virtues

could

stand

alone,

without the support of Christian
creed.
Gilbert Chesterton visualized his
childhood not as an isolated fragment or an excursion into fairyland
but as his “real life; the real beginnings of what should have been a
more real life.” The words of Ches-

which

was

incredibly

sent-minded,

he

unusual.

clumsy
was

Tall,

and

marked

about

from his fellow students both intellectually and physically. For these
reasons, perhaps, both his parents
and his schoolmasters failed to realize the true nature of Gilbert’s vocation as indicated by his great talent as a writer.
During his early years Gilbert suffered from an extreme skepticism.
He felt as if everything might be a
dream, as if he had projected the
universe, with all its magnificence,
from within. He dabbled, too, in

spiritualism until he realized that he
had reached forbidden and dangerous ground. However, Chesterton’s

study of art gave him time to dream

and .to think, which working for a
university degree would not have
allowed. His views and his mind
were developing fast along with a
power to which we owe some of his
best work, depth of vision. At school
he was looking for God, but he
tells us in Orthodoxy that he was an
agnostic in the sense of one who is
not sure one way or the other. It
was particularly his need for gratitude for numerous personal gifts
that brought him to belief in a personal God.
It might

seem

that

Chesterton

terton lead us to a consideration of

had

certain

the love of his friends and the joy-

facts

often

present

in the

no personal

emotion

beyond
Page 7

ous acceptance of existence. But in
his letters to his future wife, Fran-

“Hi, Earl,” pipes up a few of his

Overtime

team mates as they enter the locker

room.

cess Blagg, he shows the truth of his

own theory, that to love each thing
separately strengthens the power of
loving, to have tried to love everyone is, as he tells Frances, good

preparation for loving her. The emo-

tion of falling in love had both intensified his appreciation of all
things and cast for him a vivid light
on past, present and future.

After their marriage, Frances gave
up the struggle so conscientiously
pursued during their engagement, to
make Gilbert tidy. The conventional
frock-coat worn so unconventionally
and the silk hat crowning a mat of

hair disappeared, and a wide-brim-

med slouch hat and flowing coat
more appropriately garbed him. This

transformation

was

the

result

of

Frances’ effort to make Gilbert picturesque.
With

Chesterton, profound grav-

ity and exuberant

fooling were al-

ways intermingled, and some of his

deepest thoughts are conveyed by a
pun. Auberon Quin and Adam
Wayne are the most living individuals in any of his novels just because they indicate these two phases

By Norman

Nitoski

@ As a husky hockey player, Earl
Johnson, star defenseman for the
Bull Dogs stands by his locker be-

fore the final battle of a five-game
series that is to give them the cup

or not, his thoughts center on his
brother, Ken. He despised him. Ken
Johnson is the goalie for the Blue
Devils who face the Dogs in the

night’s championship

playoff. The

previous evenings all had gone well
for Earl for he had no encounters
on the ice with his brother. Yet, dis-

like, even hate grows strong in Earl’s
mind.
“There may be a way to get even.
Tonight will be an ideal time,” he
ponders.
Having removed his coat and tie,
he recalls clearly the time when he
and Ken were kids back in Newport,
Connecticut. Having his way, Ken
always dominated the play. There
was the incident at the ice pond.
Ken demanded to play goalie. Being

of his personality. All his stories

abound in adventure and are admirable in their vivid description of
London
or the countryside of

France or England.

cause it is supremely Chesterton’s
own history of his mind. Richness
such

a masterpiece.

richness of
to produce

It is nat

so

much an argument for orthodoxy as
the story of how one man discovered
orthodoxy as the answer to the
riddle of the universe. In joining the
Catholic church Chesterton found
like all converts from St. Paul to
Newman that he had come into the
land of liberty and especially of intellectual liberty. Perhaps it was this
feeling of spiritual security which
produced nothing short of genius in

the writing of the most important
book of his life: St. Thomas Aquin-

as. Gilbert Chesterton appreciated
the great gift of faith which he re(Continued on Page 20)
Page 8

“Oh, nothing in particular. I was
thinking on a few memories.”
“Well, it’s not time for that. We
got a game and a gold cup to win
tonight,” comes the response from

Eddie White, the Dogs goalie .
“It’s a sell-out crowd tonight,”
says Dick Evans, the Dogs right defense man.
“They'll get their money’s worth.
I'll be giving them all I’ve got, and
when the chance comes I'll make
sure their goalie knows I’m playing
for keeps,” answers Earl.
“Still holding a grudge against
your brother? Man, he must have
done you dirt. He can’t be that bad,
although I hear the Blues” manager
does have trouble with him. Always
acting the hero and making it hard

for their squad,” says White.

“Nevertheless, you can’t deny he
is the best goalie in the league. And
we know he has been a tough nut
to crack these last four nights with
those two 1-0 games we won being
rather lucky, if you ask me,” speaks
up Evans.

The room soon becomes full with
loud talk as the entire squad prepares for the game. Ankles are being
wrapped by the trainers, equipment
being pulled into place.

More must be said of Orthodoxy
than of his other publications, be-

of life together with
thought were needed

“What are you looking so pensive

about?”

Earl is adjusting his mb pads as
Steve Adams, manager of the club
Illustration

by

Virginia

MacMillan

strides toward him.

“Good

the oldest, he won out. Earl because

he was the youngest of the crowd
and seemingly the most frail had to
sit and watch, enduring his brother’s
ridicule. Other happenings in their
early years helped to. arouse a growing dislike for Ken. Physical beatings
were also received from him.
The high school prom was an important event in their lives. Both
had dates, but on the night of the
banquet and dance Ken’s girl was

unable to go. Being a fast talker and

worker he cut in on Earl and it
ended with him taking Earl’s date.

evening,

Earl.

Are you

ready for the game?”
my

“Sure thing, Steve. I’ll give them
best.”

One can not help liking Steve.
His distinguished looking face gives

him the appearance of a bank execu-

tive rather than a big league hockey
manager. His congenial smile, his

white hair, his

soft,

yet

piercing

eyes make him the dad of the place.
To Earl he is a dad for his father
died when he and Ken were kids.
(Continued on Page 21)
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LOST,

AND

FOUND

AGAIN

By Robert Hughes

@ The winding path to the door
of the State Hospital was strewn
with leaves, and the noisy sparrows
lilted through the trees over head.
I had often been to mental institutions,

now

for tours,

then

for lec-

tures. These visits were always intriguing and highly informative. ‘Today I came for a special reason.
There was an inexpressible anxiety
that accompanied my step as I hurried up the stone path. This was to
be my fourth visit to this institution
inside of a month. Eagerly I skipped
up the front steps, turned the knob

complexioned man, and he appeared
quite singular to me. He seemed to
be concealing his real self behind

the wall of his exterior. The detec-

tive spirit got in my bones, and since
then it has been an interesting intrigue for me.
Up the stairs we went, breezing
through the nght wing of Ward 2
like a March wind, since Dr. Meyers

did not wish to arouse the easily

excitable patients of this floor.
There was a commotion to the rear
as we

left, and

the excitement

un-

nerved my already pent-up anxiety.

and

A guard calmed the frisky intern,

stepped into a long, well-lighted
hall. A group had already gathered
and a glance at my watch indicated
that I was just on time. At that moment Dr. Meyers, distinguished psychologist in the area and director of
the institution, stepped into the hall
and announced: “The tour will now
begin; if you'll just follow me...
this way, please.”

and everything settled down. How-

of

the

tall,

solemn

doors,

A rather long file of respectable
gentry followed Dr. Meyers through

Crest-fallen, I hurried to the side

I.

a sad, forlorn look that

please report to the basement of the

the swinging
wore

the last few patients of the left wing
of Ward 2. The tour was over and
my quest was in vain. Three times
before had I gone through these
same apartments and each time my
eyes met the ironed-out face of
Mark
Dondero,
refugee
from
Greece.
of Dr. Meyers as he announced:
“That’s all folks; and thank you.
Will those attending
the clinic

doors

into

Ward

Here were the chronics — most of
them

ever, my hope sank as I filed past

was all but hopeless, a few smiled
sillily, one began to talk incoherent-

red brick building across the way.”

ly. On we plodded from ward to
ward, and everywhere it was the
same sad story — a sorrowful picture
of melancholy and depression, interspersed with an occasional moronic
gayety, and a few cases of violent
beligerency or stubborn audacity.

could I talk to you for a moment.
I’m looking for a certain patient.
Some time ago, he... .”

“Pardon

me

a

moment,

Doc;

“Sorry, sir, but I’m scheduled to

hold a clinic in a few minutes. Per-

haps some other time.”
“Well ...ah... could I possibly
attend the clinic, Doc; then I’d be
sure to catch you after it’s all over.”
“Well, it’s not the custom around

here,” he dryly remarked; then after
a moment’s hesitation and with an
agitated air, he continued, “but I
suppose it won’t hurt. Hurry, follow
me.”
Across the road, down a stairway
and into another long hallway we
sped. This time it was lined with

patients — typical examples of the
eighteen types of psychoses and

psychoneuroses to be shown at the
clinic. I passed all kinds — old,
middle-aged, and young, some giggling, some sombre as stone, others
shaking or twitching nervously, or
staring aimlessly and silent. Sudden-

ly I started; lo and

behold!

my

friend the Greek. His cold stare set
in a frozen demeanor faced the
ground, but he jerked his head upwards as the Doctor and I passed.
It wasn’t long before we were all
seated and Dr. Meyers assembled his
notes on the lectern. Sitting next to

me was a dark-haired young woman
about twenty-one who
turned her way.

smiled as I

“Youre
a_ student-nurse,
doubt,” I offered.

no

“To say the least,” she remarked
with an acute accent, “I’m merely a
psychology student at Glenview
University.

How stupid I felt gawking at
these human beings as though they
were merchandise in a downtown
department store. ‘The look on their
faces made me oddly serious and introspective, while the knowledge of
their condition made me as humble

“Ahem!” exclaimed Dr. Meyers
abruptly, and the clinic was on! We
traveled from type to type, patient
to patient as I sat eagerly waiting
for the name of Mark Dondero to
ring out. Each presentation was the
same; the type of disease or trouble

as a worm,

was stated, a short discussion of this

and as thankful to God

as an Augustine.
As I marched

through with

type, a brief history of the patient,
then the admittance of the patient
who was then subjected to a barrage
of cleverly posed questions.

the

crowd my eyes searched eagerly for
one particular person. In my previous visits

I had come across this

sullen person, a middle-aged, sallowJanuary, 1951
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Zamorski

At length he stated: “We now
have the schizophrenia, often rePage 9

ferred

to as dementia

praecox.

A

manic-depressive type, it is characterized

by

WAR

By Dick Malone

a negativistic attitude,

dull facial expressions, deep dejection and moderate or extreme muteness. Patient:

Mark

Dondero,

a na-

tive of Greece, who recently was
paroled to the hospital. He was formerly a restaurant chef of cheerful

disposition.

Show

the

patient

in

please.”

The door opened and in stalked

ADVANTAGEOUS

@ While

on

a recent shopping

venture, I over-heard a sales clerk in

a prominent downtown department
store, boastfully announce to her
customer that, “Wars are awful, but

it sure boosts our business.” My
first thought was to turn around and
give her a rebuke, but with by better
judgment quickly intervening, I
walked away. However, when I

tiny friend. “Sit down, please,” said
Dr. Meyers. “Mark, how’ve you

walked away, I didn’t forget those

been feeling lately?”

cold-blooded words.

No

answer.

Actually,

“Things haven’t been going too
well lately, have they? You don’t
fell quite up to par, do you?”
Pause.

“Have you?”

Then
“No

a whisper

of an answer:

”

“Tell me, Mark, where are you?”
A blank stare in reply.
“What did you do before you
came

here,

Mark?”

A short
worked.”

“Were

pause;

you

then

happy

faintly,

where

“I

you

worked, Mark?”

“Doctor,

Doctor,

may

I speak

with the patient?”
Frowning a bit in consternation,
he then replied: “Well, all right.”

The lady started off in a mighty
stream

of

Greek.

Immediately

Mark’s face appeared stunned, the
eyebrows raised, and finally a slight
smile broke across his mouth. When

the lady finished her say, the Greek
was smiling, smiling as never before.
He answered convulsively at first;
at length the words flowed off harmoniously and full.
As we all sat and stared at this
singular change that had come over

the Greek no one was more surprised than I. On and on they conversed

as Dr. Meyers sat back and marvelled, studied his patient closely, and

marvelled again.
(Continued on Page 20)
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the

sales

clerk

known anything about the retailing
business, other than her expanding
commission, and her total sales she
would never have made such an
idiotic statement. Although
the
statement was made casually, the
thing which struck me most was the
thought behind the statement.

She is a woman who obviously has
no family which would be affected
by a war, and she thinks nothing of
reading in the paper where G. I.’s
are suffering and dying on the battle
fields of Korea. It’s “no skin off her

teeth” that Johnny Jones who used
to live down

the street was fatally

wounded in action; or that Ted Doe,

from over in neighboring Donalds-

_ Again no answer. Suddenly the
young, dark lady next to me exclaimed,

had

ville, went through two hellish
months in a Red Prison Camp, before he was finally shot in the back
of the head. No, she has her mind
on getting ric: while the gettings
good.

She is unlike other people, who
have to look forward to taking their

places in the fox holes, living as
ground hogs out in the middle of
nowhere. No. hers is the life of
staying at home, making money and
having a good time. To her the
battles, tragedies, and effects of war
are only minor details which are
advantageous to her personal capital. The greatest tragedy of all is
that she is not alone. It might be
hard

to believe,

between

but

follow

a man

the ages of eighteen

and

twenty-four who is seeking employment which would give him a
brighter future than that of a com-

mon laborer. Take note of the number

of

times

want to be burdened by the possibility of the job seeker being drafted.
I was once strongly considered for
a big promotion, only to lose to my
opponent because he was beyond
draft age. What kind of an America is this? Where is democracy?
The answer must lie in the fact that
we have never experienced the horrible experiences of war. The reason

we are able to avoid these horrors,
and continue our high standards of
living is because young men down
through the ages have sacrificed
time,

comforts,

to let them

and

lives

down,

and

take advan-

tage of their sacrifices?

YOU

TOO?

By William

O’Leary

© O God, Why? I ain’t different
...am I, Lawd? Ain’t I got a body
and soul like everybody else .

di’n’t you create me jist like de rest
of ’em? Dat’s what Father said in
de mission . . . dat’s what de books

says we studied in school . . . but dat
ain’t much help now.

“Everything

Lawd

ya_

created,

everything is good . . . Ain’t I part
o’ dat everything? I’se tried ta follow
ya... but times is hard now and
den .. Ya know, Lawd, how it is...

I jist had to get dat milk fo’ de little
ones .. . Dey cou’nt see it, Lawd . ..
I don’t never mind the kicken’ and
hitten’ dey done gave me . . . but
Lawd . . . dat milk di’n’t nourish de
ground none.

“T’se tried to get wuk . . . it’s too
late now . . . dey won’t listen .. .
I di’n’t want to take dat man’s chickens . . . but we had to separate our

bones somehow . . . Dey don’t see
it dat way Lawd
late now.

and ...

it’s too

“What chance has I. . . jist show
ma face an’ I’se wrong . . . Is we

wrong before ya too, Lawd . . is
we gon to be de goats when de
final

horn

blows?

It’s

time,

Lawd

... Won't ya tell me!”

a would-be-employer

turns him down because he does not

families,

to keep America free. Are we going

*

“O.K.,

*

cut him

*

*

down.”

The Exponent

ALL’‘S

FAIR

THAT

By Thomas

ENDS

“Whats
Rich?”

in the log cabin! Rich notices my

@ This would be the last hill before Aunt Maud’s. On the left the
Rushman homestead and little Amie

surprise and explains real quickly —

the wall and the sky beyond. Then

lady and her niece. Real nice people.
I come down all the time.”

“They

on the top, the cottage and the old
barn.
Over

the top, looking down,

the

little saucer of land, and in the center,

the

steeple,

and

Aunt

Maud’s

castlelike home. Down the side of
the hill, while the crest turns away
and back again to trot along parallel
to the road, two hundred yards to

the right, its ridge climbing as I

descend.
There
dammed between
and the descending
the house, the barn
but no Rich!

is the
pond,
the steep ndge
slope. And there
and the yard. —

.

got

tenants

this

year,

a

Then the second surprise; as we
walk through the gate, a pair of
girl’s slacks comes walking out of
the cabin to meet us. I start thinking. If this girl is the cause for not
having plans, and if she starts messing up our vacation time, she’s in
for a hard way to go. Girls are all
right for school time, but not for
our week together in the country,
not for Rich and me then.

That was the real object of my
search now. But where was Rich?
He must be waiting at the barn,

with all sorts of plans for our week

fish,

Yep! There he is — under the
mulberry tree, whittling notches in
an elm sappling for a bow string, I

bet. He hollers —
He walks slow and so do I, just
to be like grown ups.
“Hya, Tom?”
“Hya, Rich?”

Down and out the driveway, into
the valley before the next hill. As
soon as we turn into the valley |
see the smoke. Someone has a fire
January, 1951

“O.K. PI go down right after
dinner and get Betty, and we can

start right out. There’s an old bow
in

the

barn

that

I can

use,

and

Betty can use the new one I made.”
Phooey! Sure I can outshoot him
when he uses an old bow. Can't
have any bets on that. Why did she
have to come out here? Why does
she have to come along?
Fine afternoon. He wastes half
of it trying to untie her little mits
from their troubles on the bowstring. I get disgusted with this sort
of thing.
“I’m going back to the house,
Rich. I wanna get some sleep to go
fishing tonight. I’m bound to get
some big ones if I get over there
with the moon.”

tion schedule. Oh, well.

“Hey, Tom.”

Right after supper I wait for Rich
to start something. What would we
do? Walk down to the lower propeity, to the log cabin? Sure, swell
idea!

“Wanna get some target practice
in the woods? I can hit anything
with this—” And I give a tug on
my bow, just to prove it.

Rich over here all day with her. No
use my being around, if you’re not
gonna shoot anything. That’s it, take
the string all the way off. Now there’s no problem about why it’s
tight, why it bends the bow, why it
— that’s it, just take it all the way
off. If she could hear me, maybe
she’d be nice and get off our vaca-

swim in the river, hunt frogs, shoot
bows and arrows, and everything.

Everything is swell; new pony,
couple of calves, but no plans for
vacation.

afternoon,

Aw, come on, you two! She'll have

together here in the country. He'll
have everything set up, and all we'll
have to do is start out. Catch

this

“Nothin’ special, why?”

Bruggeman

in the yard. On the right the hill,

on_

Illustration

by

Betty

Osweiler

Dick is all fire now, with ideas for

walking and seeing and such ideas.
And such idea’s weren’t waiting for
me.

Well,

we'll

see.

I have

to be

friendly. After all, she is a stranger.

I'll find out what she’s like.
A nature girl! A helpless, whining,
baby-talk nature girl who has to
know all about everything that Dick
knows, so she can get him to be

nice to her.

The next day the trouble starts.

Now what is interesting in fishing
for a girl? Well, she was coming,
and even the moon was against-me
now. Why do we only see parts of
it, and why does it look like a
banana sometimes? She has to know.
All the way down the pike, down
the path to the river, up the banks
across the ford and along the shore.
Moonlight! She knew about that
and now she explains to us. Well,
to Rich. I didn’t care if the fishes
would be out. She’d make them all
sick with her talk. I think she knows
she’s making me sick. And Rich
knows that something is funny.
“Tl help you get the lines set,
and then I want to show Betty the
rapids around the bend.”
Page 1]

So, off he goes, and there I stay.
Moonight and little fishes! What’s
she asking about now? I can hardly
hear what she’s saying. They must
be near the turn. Poor Rich, is he
ever getting taken for a ride! He
could be having so much fun fish-

ing,

and

we

could

do

so many

things, if it weren’t for her. Moonlight and little — whoops! A tug on
the line. Yippee, a big one! Grab the
string and start fighting. He can
swim with the current and get the
extra pull, or he can dodge over into
the drift wood and get me all tangled up. I give a yank and get an idea
where he is. That must be his splash
out in the middle. Wow! Boy, what

a prize this’ll be! I start hauling him

in, and he starts a real fight. First
up stream, then down stream, but
all the time pulling. About a little
more of this and my arms are gonna
get

tired!

Come

on,

fish,

stop

strugglin’. I'll let him have his way
for a second or two, then start haul-

ing again. What’s he doing all the
way over here? Oh, no you don’t.

You don’t get this line tangled up
in any dead branches. You just stay
away from that old tree. But that is
just where he is heading. Well,
there’s one way of stopping that.
“Hey,

Rich,

come

here, quick!”

I gotta big one, and he’s headed for
the tangle pile. Come on over and
help me.”
No

answer.

“Hey, Rich, come on, I gotta big
one.”
No answer.
“Hey, Rich, come on.”
Silence.
“HHEEYYYYYY!”
“Whatsamatter,

Tom?”

So finally he’s coming. Gee, she’s

comin’ too. But if she doesn’t watch

her step, she’ll fall in — whoopee!
She DID. Into the drink with her.

“Why not laugh, she looks funny?”

So Rich has to fish her out. He
doesn’t know when he’s well off.

“What did I want? Well, I did
have a fish, but all I got now is a
Page 12

line full of knots and tangles. But
she’s all right, huh? Sure, I'll take
the tackle, you get her back to the
house and get her dry so she doesn’t
catch pneumonia. See you at the

house.”

All right, she had the afternoon
and stole the show the night at the
river, but there’s no girl that likes
to catch frogs and take them apart.
If I can get Rich to the pond, she’ll
either stay back or get sick. And I

the little princess and Rich, riding
the pony, and through the gate over

to here!

Now,
and let
up every
will you?

why
that
frog
But

don’t you hunt frogs
pony be? You'll wake
in the county. Quiet,
she wants a water ride.

I lie still, and shiver while she and

Rich roll their pants legs up to their

knees, get on the pony and start

don’t care which. But then, she
didn’t even catch cold, and in

slowly this way. I glance at grandpa,
sleeping, a little out of reach. I
glance back at them, and back at the
frog. They’re coming on a trot and

that river. What a witch.

he’s blinking. I’m boiling. If I want

“Is there a seine around anywhere,
Rich,

and

an

extra

net?

I wanna

catch some frogs this morning. Have
some fun with ‘em. — And can’t
Betty stay here? Girls aren’t for vacation time. They are for school time,
ain’t that what we always said?” . . .
“All right, be friendly and neighborlike. — Gonna get some frogs?”
What a pretty morning. Ought to
be lots of frogs around.

Seine, net,

pole and cigar box for the remains.
“You ready, Rich?”
“Yeah, and so is she.”

Up the path into the pasture, up
to the pond and under the tree. The
pony is across the fence, so he won’t
disturb matters. I'll just sorta rest
here near the shore and watch my
chances. Gonna show her, Rich?

Ha! She likes frogs, and doesn’t want
to hurt them. Besides that, they’re

slimy. Watch her turn green when
I bust one open. That'll teach her to
horn in on our frog hunting.
Grandpa croaker! What a time
for you to show up. Just you wait a

minute, and I'll be with you with a
little net. Just stay perched there on
the rock and don’t bother blinking
your eyes open. Net, pole, and
grandpa right there, waiting! Gotta
move slow and quiet. Betty’s little
squeak better not wake grandpa. Just
you chatter away, but don’t bother
the frogs. Good old grandpa, just
sleep tight. Little more, more, little
more. I'll get there. Hold still there,
and — Whup!
What’s the matter
with
that
pony? Quiet, will you? I’m trying
to get a frog. Oh no, there comes

a chance to get old grandpa — Well,
I will get ‘im. On my knees, net
at my side, take aim, and —
SPLASH
‘SPLASH,
SPLASH SPLASH!

<SPLASH

Crash with the net, and off with

grandpa, and nature girl and Rich
ride laughing through the pond, the

pony in above his belly. Me with

empty net and frogs swimming all
around after their doze and wakening. Well! That ends that. No
chance of getting any frogs now.
And anyway, Rich is off across the
field. I may as well just go on back
to the house. I guess I just better.
Oh, I’m boiling! Why
see what’s happening?
have any fun this way.
were to — WAIT! Maybe

can work both ways.

can’t Rich
We can’t
Why, if I
this game

Tonight I start. ‘Tonight I talk
with Aunt Maud and let a few tre-

marks drop, to start off. Rich and
Betty are together a lot, so maybe I
should

—

One more step and we can begin
to see. Dick’s in the barn, I rhyme
as I go. Dick’s in the barn and down
I go. Down the hill to the witch’s
home. All’s fair in love and fishing,
all’s fair in love and fishing, all’s
fair in love and fishing, and girls
aren’t for the vacation!

“Would she teach me some proper manners? I shouldn’t be mean to
you, and if I learn manners. I can
go — and I won't be bothering,
won’t be along with them.” And

so, I get a lesson.
Next morning I hear Rich getting

up early, so I get up even earlier, get
(Continued on Page 22)
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NO

TEARS

TODAY

“Let me help you, please,
Evenson,” Pauline pleaded.

“Me, too, — it'll be good training
for Army K.P.” joked Dan.

By James Cooney
@ “Have

some

more white meat,

dear,” urged Mrs. Evenson, offering
the still-heaped platter of turkey to
her son.

“Gosh, no — thanks anyway,
Mom,” grinned Dan. “What’re you
trying to do, fatten me up for Uncle
Sam?” The young guest-of-honor
turned his smile upon Pauline, shy
and small across the table from him.
Her pale unsureness reflected none
of his gaiety, and she glanced down
at her folded hands. But Dan didn’t
seem to notice. “Say, Dad, do they
give you much turkey in the Army?”
he asked of the big, patient-looking
man at the other end of the table.
“Well . . . no,” replied his father,
unwrapping a cigar and pulling one

think about Tommy, the son whom
they had sacrificed to war such a
short seven years ago. (They hadn’t

brought him back to this country
after the war — no use to feel all

that agony again.)

She glanced at

Pauline, who was only half listening
to the glowing Dan. “Poor darling,”
the mother sympathized, “‘she loves
him too.” The girl had confided to
her that she and Dan hoped to
marry and “stay right here in little

down

Dan had received his draft notice
in December, but the Army had
postponed his reporting date until
tomorrow. A very young twentyyears-old, he was, however, taking

the whole business philosophically.
He didn’t seem to mind losing his
teller’s position at the Bank. (“That
boy’s going places,” Mr. Bradburn,
the Director, had told Mrs. Evenson) nor did he seem to regret leav-

ing the comfortable complacency of
their little town of Highmore. Displaying his usual devil-may-care attitude,

going,

he

reasoned,

and

Sam

“Bill

Arnold

Steffen,

so

is

why

shouldn’t I have to? Besides, I won’t

be gone forever,” he told his sorrowing mother.
Arranging a few of the empty
dishes

in

front

of her

place,

Mrs.

off tomorrow,”

she told

“T’]l back the car out,” volunteer-

ed Dan, heading for the back door

that led to the garage. Pauline followed him out.

“Oh:

Frank.

she sobbed.
Daly going.
“There,

-Fnx so afraid...

“Tommy
5

there,”

=.”

gone,

now

he soothed,

“it’s

not so bad this time. He’ll only be
gone

the table at

thing special” and had invited Dan’s
girl over, for this was to be their
son’s last big meal at home.

our minds

herself.

“Chip off the ol’ block, isn’t he,

his wife. He knew what she was
thinking . . . the New Year’s Day
her. She had wanted it to be “some-

“That will be fine, darling,” she

replied relievedly. “Anything to take

Mary?” Mr. Evenson smiled to his
wife, holding her coat.

I was

dinner wasn’t going at all well, for

ride out into the country,” suggested
Mr. Evenson.

But that had been before the current emergency. For some reason,
tonight Pauline’s quiet features reminded Mrs. Evenson of the Amerindian watercolor in the living room.

in,” he puffed. Leaning back in the
chair, he looked

“Say, Mother, why not leave the
dishes for now, and we'll all take a

old Highmore to raise our family.”

of the lighted candles toward him to
light it. “At least, not when

Mrs.

Illustration

by

Roland

Lerke

It showed a chief introducing his
young son to the use of bow and
arrow. Behind the pair, in the narrow entrance to the primitive wigwam, stood the mother, a grieving
look in her eyes, made more haunting by her dusky hue. “I know I
shouldn’t feel this way,” Mrs. Evenson reflected, “But

it seems

almost

futile to bring children into the
world anymore.” She looked up to
find her husband yawning.
“Well, if we’re all finished, you
might as well say grace, Dan,” she
told her son.
“Sure,

Mom,”

he

accepted,

not

quite certain, however, why he had
been chosen to take the place of
his father in that office. Feeling that
he should distinguish the occasion,
he added, “. . . all for the greater
honor and glory of God, forever
and ever. Amen.” Just to make sure.
After blessing herself, Mrs. Even-

for a few months,

then

we'll

have him back with us. I love him
as much as you do, but he has to
do his duty. Dry your eyes, now,
Mommy,” he warned, offering her
his handkerchief. “Don’t let him see
you like this.”
“Where to, folks?” Dan hailed in
cabbie fashion as he met them in

the driveway.
“Better let me
father directed.

drive,

son,”

his

Obediently, Dan got out and went
around the front of the car to hold
the door for his mother while she

got in beside Mr. Evenson. He and
Pauline sat behind.
“Let's take the River Road route,”

suggested Mrs. Evenson, “I’ve always liked that drive.” It had been
Tommy’s favorite, too.
Mr. Evenson directed all of his
attention to jockeying in and out of
the heavy traffic. His wife was silent.
The car rolled through the holidaymuted industrial sections and into
the adjoining
“plat” residential

areas.

“Gee, I can still remember when

Evenson listened to Dan and Paul-

son asked, “Why don’t you three go

we fellows used to call this part of

ine making

into the living room ’til I’ve finished
clearing the table?”

town ‘the jungles’ — it was

plans

for the evening

movie. She was trying hard not to
January, 1951

cant

fields,

then,”

all va-

exclaimed

Dan,
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indicating
houses.

the rows

of stereotyped

the old world is round. — we always
end up where we started from.”
“Yeah,”

“Yes, you guys used to have quite
a time,”

chimed

in his father.

He

glanced at his wife and smiled understandingly. “Remember that time
we sent the police cruiser out after
you when you didn’t show up at
supper time?”
“That was Tommy’s fault,” Dan
remembered, adding, “he always
was the leader—the rest of us
would follow him wherever he’d
go.” He turned to Pauline and they
quietly fell to recalling high-school
chums and counted off the ones who

answered

Dan,

Pauline out of the car.
“Thank you, Mister

helping

Evenson,”

she said sweetly.
“It

was

a nice

ride,

asked Mrs. Evenson,

wasn’t

it?”

joining them

at the walk while her husband, put

the car away.

arm to help her up the porch steps
and holding Pauline’s hand in his.
“Looks like you'll have
day for the trip downstate

moved away, the ones in service. . . .

row, Dan,” his father said, unlocking

The brown and black countryside
sped by at fifty miles-an-hour. Here

the door. They entered, and it shut
behind them, pushing a warm
breath of air from the house before

and there, a calf at its mother’s side,

a nice
tomor-

it.

The old white frame house with

wrapped in a sort of Sunday after-

the setting sun glancing redly from
its windows seemed to be smiling a

ning to be affected by the awkward

rattled the naked arms of the maples

noon reverie. Even Dan was begin-

Finally we were in motion! Even

though the inertia of our bodies sent
us crashing against the rear of the

bus for a “bank shot” into one of the
back

“Sure, Mom, ’cause it’s our favorite one,” smiled Dan, taking her

were married now, the ones who had

or a frisky colt drew remarks of
admiration from the car’s occupants.
But for the most part, they were

gadget removed my wallet daintily
and digested all the tokens it contained. The bus driver had to argue
with it for quite a few minutes before it would return the now battered wallet.

welcome. The west wind stirred and

air of finality that the trip seemed

in the front yard. The row of rusty

to convey. When
they passed
through the almost-sacred old covered bridge, where they had taken

barberry bushes at one side of the
yard wore an old scarf of drifted

seats,

we

were

glad

to

be

moving. At last we could take time
to examine our surroundings. In the
dim light which filtered in through
the windows I could hardly perceive
the olive green interiors. On the left
was one of my campus friends, his
face bloody and battle-scarred by

the fare box, on the right was a

beautiful view of a local pub; directly in front was the piece de
resistance: the magnificent expanse
of a policeman’s middle.
It seemed

as if we were

flying.

Rapidly we coursed down the gummy asphalt beneath us. Trolley wires
glowed,

sagged,

and

smoked

with

the heat generated by the tremendous amount of energy used to hurtle

us to our destination. The driver was

25

sO many pictures on previous hap-

snow at its base. In a neighboring
yard, two little boys played at being

moved to exclaim, “Holy Cow!
m.p.h.”

pier occasions, he remarked, “Wonder when Ill see this place again?”

soldiers with pieces of their daddy’s
old uniform... .

Almost after we passed the
I noticed that we had arrived at
destination. I pulled the cord,
a parachute landed in my

stop
our
and
lap.

No one attempted an answer, but
his mother blanched inwardly, trying hard not to betray the near tnumph of tears over maternal stoicism. “Dear God, no tears today,”
she prayed. An old farmhouse sitting
precisely at the wrong angle near a
road junction held a gold-starred
service flag in one of its front windows.
Mrs. Evenson said quickly, “Let’s
go home now, Frank.”
“Okay, Mary,” he agreed in a tired way that was new to him, and
turned the car homeward. The boy
and girl behind them started talking
as if they had just come to realize
how short the time really was.
Wrongly-begun questions and awk-

ward pauses proved the newness of
it all to them.

.

The

Bus

and

I was once

again up in front with the driver.

@ After a mere three-hour wait on
the corner of L and Brown streets
the bus rushed quickly around the
corner at the car barn looking like an
overgrown Hershey bar in its brown
immensity. Fellow Alumni Hall inmates, also waiting for the vehicle,
hastened to restore circulation in my
limbs, which had long since passed
into the land of nod.

Only
crash
ily I
with
right

providence saved me from a
through the windshield. Lucknavigated the folding doors
only a minor mishap. I lost my
arm. It is all right though; I

am left-handed.

The onrushing vehicle skidded to
a shuddering stop at the curb. After
asking the driver to remove the right

front wheel

from

my

big toe,

I

boarded the electrically-powered juggernaut. Standing between me and

the driver was a harmless-looking

his usual glad-to-be-home-alive man-

shiny box. Little did I know its true
import; in a matter of seconds the
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a buzzer sounded

By Roger H. Keith

“Well,” sighed Frank Evenson in
ner, “here we are. It just proves that

Wrong cord. I pulled another cord,

Ride

The Exponent
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A man who lives within himself
Like volumes on a dusky shelf
Will grow old with the passing years,
Away from life, its smiles, its tears.

One by one the lights are dimmed,
’Till alone a single candle’s flame
Is left to cast a grotesque pantomine
Upon the Gothic beams.
Here, alone, I love to sit,
And ponder o’er thoughts I may not share
given

voice,

their

tenor’s

“Why

worry

Why,

me

sir,

with

you’re

such regrets?”
just

the

And

sees

it aimed

at

other

E.

8

e

*

Life is not futile, life is not vain,
it seems

to me,

When, with an inner, unknown pain,
I view the passing of my life:
The poor, the ill, the sad (by love oppressed)
My own dark hours, and bitter days
Which press upon my breast
To crush me.
As

then,

in wise

and

solemn

. . and burned

And you, you watch that awful agony
But never yet forget for just a moment’s span
What other love and words exchanged
Before this haply destined plan.
You see him idle. That boyish head,
That ducked in laughter and delight,
Relaxes, rejoicing from the bitter pain
Now gone, and left to mortal right.
You see him die with worldlessness
And no remorse. Beside the bed
A simple candle burns in prayer
And gleams alone in dusky living red.

. January, 1951

—Charles

Die

him die, who yesterday
out to catch your hand and smile.
him die by pain distorted;
grown weaker all this while.

Kunka.

tones,

I judge this ponderous plight
Pronouncing woe, I lift my eyes and find anew,
Rapture in the stars of night.

—Shirley Ann McNeil.

—Peg

Mullan.

Song of a Senior

Koehler.

Lines

And when
The message came
I did not cry. Ono....
(I cut my cherished curls.
My lace.)

You see
Reached
You see
The face

lets

men!

—Francis

As

See Him

who

lost

—John

You

man

A thought like this pass by your den,

So like a wilted flower, its fragrance dead.
But here, where darkness like a purple veil descends
I kneel, and share with God
Those thoughts I may not share with men.

Five

Me

To live one’s life from day to day,
And see as good what comes our way
Means letting trifles pass for naught,
While caring that great things are bought.

In A Church

For,

Can’t Mean

Brady.

Raindrops
Deserting the sky, advancing earth, the drops, like errant
children,
Have left their home. The demon thunder would blind their
fall, but darkness has shown a way
To safety.
Goal determined, all proceed in massed formation.
Faith

unshaken,

surrounded

with

hopes

renewed,

they

view

the

land,

by their forces.

Reclining earth, aroused from sleep, regrets this rude
intrusion.
Defense is useless; not prepared, it suffers sun to come.
—Robert

PL

Toomey.

POLL LLL
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COLLEGE STUDENTS AND
THE WORLD CRISIS

have multiplied. We can look to them for guidance in
principle, but today, especially in the field of foreign

policy, we have to chart our own course.

@ ‘The month of January finds us closing the books
on an old semester and bracing ourselves for making
out a schedule for the next term.

For the seniors, the

coming semester is the one for which they allegedly
have been looking
— the eighth of “an eight semester
course.” Those with prosperous grades probably antici-

pate clear sailing; but those with poor marks should
look to their anticipated laurels. For them (the seniors),
it is truly a happy event. And how the ranks have
thinned since 1947!
:
Not only do we begin now a new semester, but
also a new year. Looking back, we see how things have
changed for college students in the short time since

the start of 1950. A great amount of uncertainty is felt
today, and plans for the future in all probability shall
have to be changed. There are not many of the fellows

among us who can say with any degree of comfort, that
they “don’t think they'll have to go.” This will probably
affect veterans with limited service who are liable to

recall. They are observing that there is barely time
between wars any more in which
degree.

to garner a college

Then too, this month launches us into the second
half of a century: a century which in its first fifty years
has been anything but normal. But, alas, what is
normal? Surely, neither we of our generation, nor our
fathers in theirs, have ever experienced that which conforms to our conception of the term. If our definition
of normality is synonymous with peace, it becomes all
the clearer that never, universally, and surely not for
very long nationally, have we had even that.
But peace in the true sense of the word is something that cannot be enjoyed by one country or people
alone in this atomic age. For one to realize it, all must
share in it. If the plan that is manifested in the elaborate United Nations organization has accomplished
nothing else, it certainly has shown the people of the
world that we now must think on an international level
instead of along the usual provincial lines. Not that we

As college people, we are fortunate in that we have
been allowed to review, so to speak, the fame and folly

of mankind’s history during our years in school. We
realize —to varying degrees— that mere man-made

plans, for the security and happiness for which we are
supposed to be searching, reach only so far. And today
we see that illustrated very clearly.
Not long ago, we thought our future wars were to
be bloodless, fought on the floor of the United Nations
with big guns of diplomacy. There was to be no more
war after the last World War—surely no one could
stand a re-experiencing of that carnage! And then last
summer Mars flexed his muscles and the world got
another war. And we looked at the U. N. and wondered
how that could have happened.

So — history will record — another man-made plan
for peaceful settlement of wars had failed. Then, we
ask, what other recourse do we have at this halfway
point in the streamlined twentieth
threshold of the atomic age?

century,

on

Our recourse and last resort is Mary, Queen

the

of

Peace. She, our Heavenly Mother, who is so concerned

for us that she has come down

to our weary world —

at Lourdes, and Fatima, and Lipa, most recently
— and

has promised

us peace. But Mary’s price for peace is

prayer.
The world is awakening to the warm messages of
Mary. In all countries legions of prayerful persons are
beseeching Mary’s intercession at this most critical hour.

It may well be that very soon God will show His satisfaction at the increasing devotion shown His Blessed
Mother, and will give us that peace for which we hope
and pray.
So, college students, there is a chance that, in
January, 1952, we will be doing the things for which

should forget the importance and beauty and youthful-

we are preparing ourselves in this first month of 1951,
instead of being caught up in the anonymity of all

ness

out mobilization. That chance is dependent upon God’s

of our own

country —for

patriotism

is still as

noble a virtue as it was in the days of Patrick Henry,

Holy Will as manifested through Mary, Mediatrix of

George

Grace. It behooves us all to cooperate more fully with
Mary in her campaign for Peace.

world

Washington and
has
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shrunk

since

Abraham
their

time,

Lincoln.
and

But

the

complexities
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OUR

OLD

FASHIONED

For example, I resolve that in 1951, I will not be

WINTER

@ Ever since the holiday weekend of Thanksgiving,
1950, our midwestern section of the United States has
been given regular treatments of unusual amounts of
snow and below normal temperatures by a genuine old
fashioned winter. Modern transportation and industry
and the people who operate them stagger under the

phenomenon

of such great blows by the elements;

our dizzy daily pace is broken, and sitting at home, we
have to learn the art of living leisure moments all
over again.
Some elements of the daily press label it “catastrophe”: but there are people alive today who would

be dead if the drifted roadblocks hadn’t kept them at
home yesterday. For the first time in the memory

of

two generations, pedestrians could cross the street with
a reasonably good

chance

of reaching the other side

safely when traffic was stalled at Thanksgiving time.
Catastrophe,

is it? Well,

maybe

it is to wheels

tardy for any of my classes and no more griping about
poor grades, and I will not snore during lectures, and
I will hand in my assignments on time, and I will even
ask for an extra American History book for supplementary reading.
So help me, I’m going to smile at all my professors,
especially on Monday mornings, and more so when
they give us extra readings with reference work at
the library. I'll try my best not to get on their nerves
with my nonsensical questions, and furthermore I will
be sure not to have the last word in future verbal
battles. Take my word for it, I henceforth will return

all library books before the date on which they are due.
Guess what? No, I’m not ill — yet. But I’m going
to have an article ready for Bro. Price every month long
before the deadline. Lest I forget, I’m not going to

borrow any more phonograph records.

I’m still trying

to scotch-tape the last one I sat on.

In 1951, I’m not going to cut any more classes.

and gears, but there is nothing like an old fashioned
winter to bring out the true nature of people, and help

Oh,

one to get acquainted with the people of the neighbor-

owe the school three cuts already. Last, but not least,

hood. This is the quality in “catastrophes” that delight
the Emersons and Whittiers among us!

I’m going to set aside fifteen minutes each day in
quiet meditation with my Creator. I will ask for peace
for a troubled world, and in this humble way help to

Reactions to the type of weather conditions with
which we are currently faced vary greatly. Perhaps the
type of remark most often heard is this: “Well, it just
goes to show that God is still Boss.” Or this: “Nature

can’t alter her replenishing schedule merely because we
happen to be in the way.” But there is one famous
quotation that seems to be hibernating this winter, and
that is the age-old, “Huh — we had real winters when
I was a boy!”
And

speaking of boys,

it seems

that all that is

really needed to tear them away from the television set
is a few inches of snow. Sleds are dug out from attics
and garages, and soon the entire street is in their hands,
and one is forced to marvel at the “kid” population of
the neighborhood!
—JAMEs COONEY.

I know

that we're entitled to three cuts, but I

solve world problems.
Yes, be it resolved
—SAMUEL

THE

CRITICS’

C. Lum.

FORUM

@ Mr. Frank Sheed, widely known publisher and
public speaker will open the 1951 Critics’ Forum
sponsored by the International Federation of Catholic

Alumnae,

on

Engineers’

Friday

Club,

evening,

at

8:30

January

p.m.

26th, at the

Now,

in

its

fifth

season, the forum has successfully promoted “Catholic
Thought

on the Best Sellers.” Dr. Richard

Baker of

the University of Dayton faculty will serve as chairman
of the evening and introduce Mr. Sheed.

BE

IT RESOLVED

@ Yes, I know just what you're going to say.
“What’s the use of making big resolutions when you
can’t keep them!”

Well, that’s just the trouble. You make big
resolutions and soon you find out that they are so
hard to endure. Take me, for instance, I’m using a
different approach this year. I’m not going to mind
about fhe big ones; just the little ones.

January, 1951

Speakers

who

will

appear

on

the

subsequent

forum lectures are Father Leo Frese of Detroit, Michi-

gan, author of Vessel of Clay and Father John S. Kennedy, associate editor of the Catholic Transcript of
Hartford,

Connecticut,

and

a leading

literary

critic.

Season tickets are available at $2.50 and may be purchased

from

Miss

Martha

Bucher,

Regent,

I.F.C.A.,

MA-3565; Mrs. George Pflaum, Chairman of Literature,
AD-1682,

or Miss

Clara Aaron,

ticket chairman, WA-

0561. The faculty and students are cordially invited.
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Of Feminine Tuterest...
MUSIC

IN

ACTION

e@ America’s top dance band — Ray Anthony, His

‘Trumpet, and His Orchestra — is slated to play for
the U.D.

students at the annual Junior Prom,

Friday,

January 26, at Lakeside. Bill Enouen, Junior Class
President, was fortunate in securing the nationallyfamed musicians, 1950 disc-jockeys’ choice for the title
of “Best Band in the Land.”
Extremely popular in college circles, “the young
man with the horn” is a veteran of Cleveland, formerly
played with Glenn Miller and later entertained service
men with his Naval dance band. Made famous by
Capitol recordings of such smooth ballads as “Count
Every Star” and “I'll See You in My Dreams,” Ray’s
orchestra is also versatile with jazz, swing, and novelty
numbers. You’ve heard his vocalists, Ronnie Deauville,

Betty Holliday, and
enjoy them in person
highlight of the Prom
of the Queen, to be
coeds.

the Skyliners
the night of
will be the
chosen from

Quintet, and can
the 26th. Another
crowning ceremony
among the junior

Oberst, and David Ford. Elections for the Queen are
being conducted by Bill Hallerman. Joan Batsche is in
charge of the programs and Charmaine Hilgeford is
handling decorations. Publicity chairman is Pauline

Kelly. Tickets at $3.50 per couple may be secured from
Lee Falke or his committee in the U.D. Arcade. Bill
Kehl will be master of ceremonies at the dance.
—Dotores

OF

CARCELLI.

BUGS

@ This work-torn January day has worn on to sheer

exhaustion. The papers lie unwritten and the books
unruffled. September’s new pencils are a stack of stubs,
unsharpened since Christmas. It’s too late to call anyone
for another rehash of today’s events in the big caf. We'll
prop up our feet against the warm register and glance
ceilingward in relaxation.
I spy! Bugs! There are two spider-spots on that
wall and a mosquito smear by the light, and framing
them trimly are dusty smudges in the shape of our
petite size nine scuffs. More foot-prints scatter across
Page 18

It was a valiant bug. It appeared the moment we
got to sleep one night. There’s one way to elude
mosquitoes — by sleeping with a sheet tucked in all the
way around, mummy style. But this gets too warm on
breathless July nights, and we soon let our heads stick

out. Brummm comes the bug. First we go down to the
floor after a slipper and back up on the bed, turning
on the lights all around as we go, and we’re off crosscountry from bed to vanity bench to desk chair to
desk. “Gotcha! Gotcha--gotcha!” Silence. Then across
the room we see a floating shadow and hear a placid
“brirr” as it goes. “Glasses, glasses!” we mumble as we
crawl hands and knees across the vanity bench, feeling
our way. We flip them on, then wheel and swing. Not
a breath of air stirring. ‘The only sound is the neighbors’
party coming in the kitchen window downstairs.

Recourse number two is dragged out. Mosquitoes

In planning the formal dance, General Chairman
Bill Enouen was aided by the advisory board, including
Mary Ellen Nagle, Alice Duffy, Jack Bramlage, Clete

SPEAKING

the ceiling by the bookcase where once a mosquito was
chased in his mortal struggle. (Need we mention this
is the room Mother despaired about and finally washed
her hands of the day we turned thirteen.)

don’t like strong smells. Of course, it is entirely up to

strength of character who will die of Vicks first —
mosquito or we. We smear our faces and tuck the
sheet all around again. Brrum comes the bug and we
ignore it. We're tired. But right over our eye we feel
a lump rising. Now we’re mad. And comes the massacre.
Then, too, speaking of bugs, there was the night
we awoke and opened one eye to stretch forth a hand
to close the window, and there, looking back eye-to-eye
just six inches away on the windowsill, was a big green
fuzzy moth this big. Our yell woke neighbors for miles
(or do you doubt it?). We pulled the sheet over our
head in our little tight knot and bellowed for “Papaaa!”
The next moments were spent watching the bug say

“swurrtr” and go hop-hop, with Papa, sans his very
vital glasses, hop-hop right behind the critter. “Where
is it? Where-where?”

he shouts, and we shriek “There!

Get him!” as we burrow into our sheet, ostrich-like.

We hate lady-bugs. We won’t go in the same room
with a wasp if we have to starve all day staying out of
the kitchen. Gnats, wherever they may be on an August
evening, bring on no nature-love. Spiders, both real
and furry-fake, chill us to the bone and make us love
winter: which we got, which we adore, which is appealing for more reasons than one. Yes?
—Prc

KunkKA.

The Exponent

Borderline Case

Through it all there is something about a sudden
torrential rain as it drives one to shelter in a crowded

The scene is set at Peggy Brown’s
The night before exams,
A light is shining ’neath her door
While poor old Peggy crams.
All is quiet; the hour strikes three
But Peggy is quite unaware,
With swollen eyes and books stacked high
Her brain is too numb to care.
Panic is slowly gripping her,
And then suddenly she sees —
That too much fun and gay events
Will never lead to A’s and B’s.
Visions of class days now return
To haunt Peggy in her gloom,
September to January she sees
Passing before her in her lonely room.
She sees the days she fell asleep in class,
Because she needed her beauty rest,
And then later wondered to herself
Why she got an “F” in a certain test.
Parties,

dates,

and

bad

study

doorway.

RAINFELT

e

in a common

situation,

—M.E.N.

PETTICOAT

LANE

...

e Is your hair streaked with silver? Do you carry —
bags overnight and day under your eyes?
These
symptoms are attributed to the constant worry, worry,
worry that plagues humanity.

Just say to yourself, “What have I got to worry
about?” You'll be surprised at the difference it will
make
— and

the list, too.

Possibly you fret because the weather forecaster
predicts stormy weather and severe “drafts” for all men
and women who breathe. Or does an atom bomb attack
frighten you, even though you know it will be much
safer on the front lines?
Are you attempting to make a federal case out of
the possibilities of attending the “Junior Prom.” Lots
of people go to dances, some of them are still alive.
Just because Ray Anthony has the number one band
in the country and can give out with some mighty

habits

sweet music, do you worry? Of course you do — stop
dreaming and get to work.

Maybe you allow such trivial things as final exams
to upset your equilibrium, when there is every chance

€

THANKS

you

© Song composers seem to enjoy writing about the
wet phenomenon, Rain. ‘They like to think of mankind
as always

unawares

speak.

Seem to make things grow much worse,
Then, too, she now remembers
Those hours spent just to “converse.”
The day is January twenty-ninth
Peggy enters for her first exam,
Pallid and dazed and trembling much,
Her stomach feels like it turned to jam.
Later, the dean hands out reports,
And Peggy is fearful and full of doubt,
“You’ve passed,” he smilingly says to her,
But Peggy doesn’t hear—she passed out!
Mary Ann Isenecker.
%

Caught

strangers share a laughing adventure and smile and

singing in the rain, excluding any and all

thoughts of what the damp situation may uncork.
There are big rain-hearted knights who also thrive
in this romantic atmosphere, enjoying the pitter-patter

back drop as they walk their “one and only” with the
wind and you-know-what in their faces.
Slipping and swishing along, this “date of the day”
attempts to fan up interest with wet eyelashes, as hex
hero drops his voice to half a gale and she faces a real
menace — rain wearing on and her face wearing off.

may

hit straight A’s, well perhaps

C’s—a

high

mediocre. Still you’re certain that the profs have formed
a conspiracy to flunk you. Don’t start worrying until
you learn that the dean is sending out a searching party
for you.

What else do you worry about — your health? The
way to banish this problem is to visit some competent
doctor for a thorough checkup. He will make a few
simple suggestions, such as giving up eating, drinking,
smoking, walking, and talking.

The trick is to cultivate a hopeful outlook. Take
your wardrobe, for instance, it will need a little attention this spring. Probably it could be put in wonderful

Her small hat pitches as the “natural” wave in her hair

shape for about five hundred precious dollars. With

pulls a disappearing act. Hammer-stroked raindrops
bounce up from the pavement like little ballet dancers,
as she flounders along in open toed shoes which produce
that refreshing effect of water oozing through the toes.
Suddenly gazing down she realizes that into every
woman’s life a little rayon must fall, for her shrunken
dress seems more gone than gown.
Where is God’s answer to dripping humanity —
the umbrella? At home, of course, resting in its own

food prices what they are today, what’s a few hundred

comfy corner, simply because this valuable invention is
not

equpiped

with

the

ability

to

predict

the

next

dollars. A great many people have five hundred dollars;
are they worried?
Remember to look on the bright side. ‘There are
really three angles to every problem — the dark side,
the bright side, and the even brighter side you seldom
suspect. ‘Things are never as bad as they appear —

they couldn’t be.

LM

—M.E.N.

LLL

rainfall.
January, 1951
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WHO'S

AFRAID

(Continued

NOW?

A matter of seconds and he had
a match struck. The music was still
coming from the fiddle; Bill, terri-

from Page 6)

“All right,
matches?”

let’s

go

—

got

any

“Well, take a couple; you’ll probably need them.”
Not a sound now. The floorboards

of the front porch had protested
when the boys had made their way

across them and through the front

door into the house. Inside the door
George decided to light a match.
His hand was not a little unsteady
as he struck it against the sole of
his shoe. It went out immediately.
“Stop kidding around, Bill!”
“Stop what, George?”
“Didn’t
out?”
There

you
was

blow
a long

that

match

silence

. .

George did not want to think of
what might be in the room with
He

struck

another

match.

The small flame quivering on the
head of the match showed the room

to be of fair size. In one corner was
an old studio couch; on the mantle

piece was the fiddle . . . the fiddle
that played by itself...
“Quick,” said Bill, “let’s get behind that couch.”

They waited .. . and still waited
. for what they hardly knew. Bill
could just make out the dial of his

watch: it was close to the midnight

hour... no sounds . . just a sigh
on the part of the boys every now
and then. Not a sound . . . then it
came: The Strings on the Fiddle
were Vibrating! !
Bill’s blood went cold . . . every
nerve and fibre in his being seemed
to quiver at the thought of what was
on the other side of that studio
couch! Now Bill heard the minstrel,

or whatever it was, and It Was Flying Around the Room!! In the
blackness it swept down over the

prostrate form of the two boys.
Suddenly George leaped up over

the edge of the studio couch and
cried out:
“T’ve got it! 1”
Page 20

approach

the in-

“Now if it’s what I think it is . . .

“NOV”

them.

fied, saw George
strument.

ah, sure enough .

.”

George brought the match up
close to the fiddle and there nestled
among the strings was a brood of

moths, the beating of those wings
had caused the violin to “play’ in
the middle of the night.

mask, for something so tremendous
that the assertion and the denial of
it have alike seemed a blasphemy;
a blasphemy that has shaken the
world with the earthquake of two
thousand years.” And again, the
priest who attended Chesterton on
his death bed sang the “Salve Regina” a fitting tribute for the biogtapher of St. Thomas and the loving servant of Mary.

@

®

*

SIGHT WITHOUT

EYES

(Continued from Page 6)

THE

ACID

TEST

“If I had two wishes, the second

(Continued from Page 4)
During the excitement one of the
men managed to get to the telephone and called the sergeant of the
guard. He informed us that the
mess-hall had caught fire and that

the gasoline tanks were exploding.
We were situated next door to the
burning building.
Huddling together on the floor we
were still unaware that the danger
had passed. After reassurance from
the sergeant we ventured outside
to see the last remnants of our messhall burning to the ground.
In bed that evening, I wondered

if the other men were thinking the
same thoughts that I was. If all had
kept their wits about them no one
would have been hurt. Our frantic

episode had been responsible for a

young boy’s death, thousands
miles away from his home.

of

We had our experience in battle
even though it wasn’t a real war.
Our experience had proven to be
helpful later on, when we faced one

of the biggest earth-quakes in the
history of the Orient. (April 1947)

GILBERT KEITH
CHESTERTON

wish would not be for money. No
sir. I would wish for sight. I would
like to see with my eyes the things
I have seen by smelling, hearing,
feeling and tasting. But the first
wish I would make would be that
every man with good eyes would be
able to see and appreciate the things
that take place around him, just as
I have, since those railroad men gave
me that watch and a new lease on
life many years ago when I was a
boy.
“Well, thanks for coming to visit
me and I hope I have been able to
make you see the way I see.”
e

eo

e

LOST AND FOUND AGAIN
(Continued from Page 10)
Despite all the theories behind
this man’s peculiar actions I had
previously concocted, now it was all
clear to me. Mark Dondero had a
love for his fatherland, a deep love.

Upon his arrival in America, he was
exceptionally despised and persecut-

ed together with the other members
of his country. Apparently he had
heard of “Mother America” and had
eagerly come to her shores for refuge
only to meet scorn and ridicule for
himself and his beloved country.
The reaction was as violent as his

(Continued from Page 8)

love, and he had severed all connec-

ceived. When he made his first com-

His heart was in Greece, and there

munion

have

was nothing that would take it from

In Christendon in Dublin he says:

country to his present world of rea!-

“The word

ity; nothing, save the sympathy and
kindness of a fellow-countryman to

Chesterton

said:

tion with reality here in America.
“I

spent the happiest hour of my life.”
Eucharist is but a verbal

symbol, we might say a vague verbal

there, from bygone days in the old

The Exponent

talk to him

in the mutual

love of

comradeship.
There beamed Mark Dondero, re-

cently a derelict from peace and happiness, now
something to
my coat and
er without a

a man, a man with
live for. Reaching for
hat, I passed Dr. Meyword; rather I thought

of all the other persons here po-

tentially changeable as this man, the
Greek, and prayed for enlighten-

ment for all directors of mental institutions who have not the insight
the dark, young lady had.

Play progresses as the fans anticipated. It is a nip and tuck affair with
the third period score showing a 2-1
count against the Bull Dogs.
The

final period.
Earl takes a pass from Evans at
their own blue line and from his left

wing defense position breaks loose
and edges his way down the ice for
a solo shot.
“This is it,” he thinks as he skates

(Continued from Page 8)
Their mother passed away when
they were in service. On leave just
before

their mother

died,

the final

and distinct break occurred between
the brothers.

A party had been staged for them
just before they were to go back and

head for overseas. Here Ken pulled
one

of his famous

stunts

that so

humilitated Earl that he walked out
without saying goodby to anyone.

Three years after the war both are

outstanding hockey players on rival

Devils’ left, out of position.
But
Morgan, the right defense, comes up
and over to plug up the hole. Earl
lets the puck go from about twenty
feet out and it whips past Ken. The
red light behind the cage flashes on,
the buzzer blows and the game goes
into overtime.
While the ice is being cleared of
paper, bottles and hats, the organist

in his console, plays to the tune of
“Casey Would Waltz with the
Strawberry Blonde.” Tenseness and

anxiety pervade over the fans as the
two teams reappear after the short
rest and a pep talk from their man-

The

that are quickly broken
defenseman.

large electric clock hanging

from the rafters high over the ice
shows 1:15 minutes to play in this

hard to his right faking Murray, the

OVERTIME

Devils left forward.

puck

ex-

changes hands in a number of plays
up by the

A pile up at the blue line! The
impact of the bodies seems to be
heard above the continuous roar of
the crowd. The puck squirts out
from under the six struggling play-

ers. Earl seizes it as he races up
from his defense position. Taking
the rubber puck on his stick he
heads down

the left side of the ice,

endeavoring to maneuver into a possible shooting position. Managing to

outwit the Devil’s nght defenseman,

it appears he is going to make a solo
shot as he charges his brother.
However, the Devil’s left defenseman, skates in to cut him off. This

he does, smashing Earl with a hard
body check, but at the same time he
lets the puck go from about twentyfive feet out. Ken is screened! The
puck rips past him. The red light
flashes on. It is over at 15:17 of the
overtime.
The force of the impact from the
body check carries Earl forward. As
he endeavors to regain his balance
he passes his sprawled brother on

the ice who dived to stop the puck.

agers. The first goal in this do-or-die

Earl thinks, “I need only to raise
skate slightly and I can easily

clubs. The years have only increased
Earl’s dislike for his brother.

overtime means the gold cup to the
victor.

cut his face. It would be considered

“Now here is a golden chance to

Instantly the crowd rises to its
feet as the referee drops the puck for

you have done to me in the past.”

play. Tunner, the Devils’ 210-pound
center takes it at the face-off and
shoots a quick pass to Fahey, his

Just as he was about to do so,
Steve’s words ring in his ears. “Play

put my brother in place. If only the

time will present itself,” he thinks.
As he pulls on his red and white
jersey, number eight, and sits on the

bench to put on his skates, Steve

speaks again.
“Well, son, this will be the last
game of the season. I’m counting on
you. Play hard and clean and we
will win. You know it has been a
long time since we won a cup. Our
hopes are on you, fellow. Try to
keep out of the penalty box.”

right forward. With the puck in his
possession he is able to fake Earl
out of position. He lets the puck fly

from

thirty feet out towards

Dogs

unprotected

goalie,

the

Eddie

Earl thinks,
over now.”

“That’s

it.

It’s

a good, clean game, son.”

Paper, hats and programs litter
the ice. “The cup is ours,” he thinks.
Earl is glad that he has helped Steve
win a long desired cup.

all

No, Eddie makes a beautiful save

as he goes sprawling on the ice in
front of the cage. He comes up with
the puck in his big glove and tosses

right defenseman.

A thunderous applause greets the
teams as they enter the arena. Both

behind the nets. On the side boards,

January, 1951

only an accident. This is for what

White.

“Sure thing, Steve. I won’t let the
gang down. Wait and see. Just hope
to get a good crack at their goalie,
that’s all.”

teams show their anxiety as the
referees get the game underway.

my

it behind the net to Evans, his own

Hard,

clean

body

checks

occur

Green, the Dogs center, is pounded
hard by a check from McGown, the
Page 21

ALL’S

all day doin’ their folks’ work and

FAIR

all. But what’s goin’ on now?”

(Continued from Page 12)
downstairs and am almost through
by the time he gets there. I’m gone
without a word. And I stay way

from

the

house

while

Rich

is

around, so he doesn’t see me again

til

evening.

Then

after

supper,

when he starts looking like he wants
to say something, I bounce out of

the door with as gleeful a look as I
can muster, and start up the road.
Rich had a question mark face when
I left. Good!
How much did he ask about?
What’s he thinking? I don’t know,

but I hope I find out. Just walk

along up the hill, and wait.
The door of the house squeaks
open, I turn, and Rich pops out.

“Hey, Tom, hold on a minute.”

“Now look, Tom,

some

fun, don’t we?

Amie

comes

ya’.

aye

“Well,

If that little

around

here,

there

won’t be any peace. She’s a monster,
and you know she is. She'll wreck
everything. She don’t know how

to play —”
“Ah, she'll be O.K. She’s changed
by now.”
“See here now, if you want to
have any fun, and if you don’t want
to spoil the whole week for both of
us, why —”

I just can’t help smilin’ and sneaking my tongue a little in my cheek,
and glancin’ down the valley towards
the log cabin.
“Sayyyy, what are you —”

7?

“An’ where you goin’ now? That
ain’t right, is it that you’re goin’ up
to those old Rushmans, is it? I bout

swallowed my tongue
Maud said —”

when

Aunt

”?

“So that’s it. So that’s why you —

pretty cle- — Check. Maybe I was
bein’ taken
don’t want

in a little. And I sure
Amie around here. I

guess —”
around

a laugh and jumped

a little,

and

now

Rich

is

laughin’ too. He’s catchin’ on to
what I meant and thinkin’ things
about times when.
“Swim in the river?
can beatcha.”

I betcha

I

“Sure, get moving. I’ll give ya a
head start.”
Can you see us from the hill?
We're headin’ for an evening swim,
and there’s just the two of us...

DODOOODOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOSPCOOOCOSCOOSOPOOOOOOOOO

PLAYERS, INC.
is it? It is a non-profit,

and will perform before an estimat-

cooperative group of actors banded

ed audience of 177,000 people. ‘They
have added Shaw’s Arms and The
Man and Shakespeare’s tragedy of
Macbeth to last year’s production of
Much Ado About Nothing. The actors travel in two large DeSoto Suburbans and the scenery, costumes

@ What
together

(two years ago)

with one

specific aim, to bring the best pos__

aS

I squeaked

Seein’ him run up the hill makes
me chuckle. He running away from
her, and he’s comin’ towards me.
“Say, where have you been all
day? I haven’t seen hide nor hair of

we wanta have

“OK. Rich, if I don’t call Amie,
will you leave Betty be? She’s just

sible theater, to the largest possible
audience, at the lowest possible
price.
Who are the Players? The sixteen

actors who compose the personnel
of Players were selected from among

the past graduates

of the Speech

and lights are carried on two large
trucks.
The Players are coming to Dayton:

“Why not, I was thinking about

and

Catholic University in Washington.

When:

February 1, 1951, 8:30 P.M.

“You mean you were meanin’ to

Each has demonstrated outstanding
dramatic ability and each has had

Where:

Dayton Art Institute

from five to ten years of theatrical

What:

experience.

How

to visit that little —, why I thought
Aunt Maud was just —”
“What’s wrong with visitin’?”

“Say, Tom, don’t you feel good?
Why, Ill bet that’s why you got
them manners off Betty. But what’s
got into you. Don’t you know —”
“Well, I seen the way you an’
Betty was havin’ such a good time,
so I thought maybe it’d be better if
I'd go and —”
“Me and Betty? Why, I’m just
bein’ neighbor-like. But gee, don’t
you remember what we took as our
rule — No girls during vacation —
after that time when —”
“Yeah, when they had us workin’
Page 22

Drama

What

they

Department

did

of

last year.

the

The

Players travelled 7,000 miles through
fifteen states, playing Shakespeare’s
comedy Much Ado About Nothing
before more than 83,000 people
from all walks of life, from people
who had never seen theater before
to seasoned theatergoers. The company was so successful last year that
this year it has increased its reportoire and greatly expanded its tour.
What they will do this year. This

year Players will travel over 18,500
miles, through 29 states and Canada

Much

Ado About Nothing

Much: All seats reserved
$2.00. Call HE-8541 for

at

reservations

Mr.

Walter

Kerr

(a very

good

triend of our own dramatic director,

Mr.
the
ing
the
ary
the

John McGrath), who directed
play, prepared the present actversion by cutting away some of
lumbering, lugubrious secondpassages and focusing sharply on
elements of high comedy with

which the play is replete. The result
is a brilliantly amusing

production,

well deserving
preciation.

modern

of our

ap-
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STROLLING
@ Well, here we are only four
days after deadline quietly beating
our brains out in that little cluttered
cubbyhole fondly known as _ the
“Ex.” office, or Bro. Tom’s “hangout,” or anybody-can-drop-in-and-

have-a-smoke-room (if you can find
an ash tray).
It’s quite a place. Remember that
poster that hung in the Arcade with
all the names of the class officers on
it? Well, guess where it is now. Yep,

it’s sitting right here in the corner

by “Punchy’s” desk (the one we
usually steal for our masterpieces )
staring us in the face. We've learned
those

names

backwards,

forwards,

and inside-out. Did you know that
Joe Young is the- treasurer of the
Sophs? Well, we do.

THE

CAMPUS

that the naughty printer leaves when
Bro. ‘Tom doesn’t hound us to fill
them. We hope you get the general
trend. It’s a form of the “vicious
circle” like “who came first, the
chicken or the egg, or the egg, or
the chi-” . . . We could go on but
we're getting rather involved, and
after all, all we wanted to ask you
was, how about some material.

Back to the office. This is also the
place where
“Kampus_
Kutups,”
which you may have heard of, is
turned in after being gathered from
SOMEwhere by SOMEbody about
SOME people so that SOMEone
may pick up SOME copies of the
“Ex.” from the stand so that we
won't have to throw them all away
ourselves. This is also the place
where you shouldn’t look for Bro.

Back in the corner is Bro. ‘Tom’s

‘Tom or the staff members because

desk, where anyone who has the
writer’s itch plus a little talent can
leave his material so that poor Bro.
Tom won’t have to keep hounding
“poorer” us to fill those blank spaces

you'll never find them in here, but
you may find anyone else you’re
looking for because if anyone wants
any peace and quiet he comes down
here. But, of course, he doesn’t find

Remember

January, 1951

The

Blizzard?

any because there are already too
many people here also looking for
peace and quiet. Result no peace
and quiet.
For instance here we are trying to
write; Al Neff’s sitting over there at
Fr. Stueve’s desk trying to study
(Aren’t we devils? He doesn’t know
we're writing about him). Bill Enouen just dropped in. He’s always
dropping in, and so are Mary Ellen
Nagle, Jim Cosimati, Marilyn Catron, Francis Schmaltz, and a parade

of

others

whose

names

we

can’t

spell. Maybe after this they won’t

come around poking people in the
back and trying to see what they’re
writing
— unless they want to see

their names in print. We'll show

them.
Well, waddaya know! We

started

out with nothing to talk about and
look at all the space we filled. Now
we can relax. Adoo.
—T'uLA VARDALIDES.

AN\PUS AUT-URS
Oh-oh, it’s that time again
to tell you just what happened when...

. when Charmaine Hilgeford
went ice-skating one night with
some gay holidayers and had a riot
of a time! In fact before the evening
was over, she ended up in stitches!
When the doctor offered to give her
a shot (to ease the pain) her answer:
“But, I just had one!”

.. when Frannie Quinn was making his singing debut at Pappy’s
Kitchen and forgot the words. Lapse
of memory...
.. when “D. D. Ford” met member of his local draft board on streets

of Owensboro at the wrong time.
Ask him and he’ll tell you about a
mixup in the mail. Aha
your story.

. . . that’s

Beat the drums and clang the
cymbals or whatever is clanged for
here comes our Pond’s Parade:
among this season’s crop.are Joanne
Koehler, Jill Beery, Gloria Fry and
Margie Mueller. Lucky fellas are
Russ Fiel, Jerry Cleary, Bob Weis
and Jim Romer, respectively.
Did somebody hear Tom Phillips
singing “Meet Me in St. Louis”
over the holidays?
Twitch
must
have. Hear the parties there are real
fine. — Jim Meyer and Mary Young
have been seen rondevooing around
the campus muchly lately. — See
the big ring on Betti Jennings’ hand
with the wad of tape on it? Must
mean she’s going steady with Dave.
When

he’s here,

at least. —

With

New Year's came some more exchanging of rings between Jacque

McConnhea and Chuck Noll and
Marlene Fischer and Johnny Calla-

han.

Looks good to us! — If any-

anxious to get down to Florida and
it wasn’t for the sun! — But from
the looks of the tans, some people
did go for the sun. Schu Montgomery and Jerry Baujan that we know
of.
Here’s a bouquet of posies for
Bill Cutcher. It’s bad enough to
have to miss a big dance one year
isn’t it, Bill, but two years in a row!
But time, tide, and appendicitis wait
for no man, do they, Pat? — We saw
a lot of U.D. faces on a Cleveland
bound train. Why, ran into Pete
Rehs and Don Cosgrove (both
headed for the Ferrazza’s to eat
spaghetti instead of sauerkraut on
New Year’s), Barb Payne and Shir-

ley Bourgeois, both taking in the big
U.D.

Alumni

Dance

on the 29th.

And Czis’s girl was up there learning how to cook Hungarian food!
Odds and Ends Department: If
some coed is seen day-dreaming
these days two bits says she’s thinking one of two things: 1) if that
beautiful new formal is going to

dazzle her date on the 26th when

the Juniors go promenading, or 2)
if there are going to be any dates to
dazzle around here next semester!
— Punchy Mayer has a new one
everyday . . . was last seen gloating
over telling Bill KEyHoLe to lock
up! — The engineers did it again
. . . put over a terrific dance after
the Muskingum game last week.
One

of

our

P.

R.

wheels,

Dan

O’Connell, popped the question to
Arlene recently . . . they’re next in
line for congratulations. — Dave
Young is still being seen very, very
frequently with Marilyn Forkner.
Good things come in small packages
they say, Dave. — There aren’t many

body wondered what that flash of
lightning was whizzing out to the

one track minds around here but
just ask Bonnie Campbell and Betty

air port before Christmas, we'll let
you in on a secret. It was just Bob

Thomas what’s up lately and you'll
get the bright reply
“Partying!”

Hoffman who was more than a little
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Hmm, we go for them, too!

All year long our spirit committee
has been on their toes welcoming
the opponent teams to our fair city
and campus but it takes the gals to
make them really feel at home. Who
could entertain the Arizona players
any better than Ginny Mac, Pauline
Spring and Mary Ellen Nagle?
Passing Thoughts: Al Neff and
Pat

Ratterman,

our

frosh welcome

queen — my word, they’re
together! — Tom Oberding
ways tell you the shortest and
est way to St. E’s a-courtin’

always
can alquickShirley

Ackermann. These Cincy folks stick
together. — Speaking of Cincinnati,

Bucky Weaver must still have interests there. — Caught dancing and
romancing at the Notre Dame
alumni fling were Jim Freytag and
Virginia.

The rebels all got together and
threw a shindig (or does that always
mean a dance? Get it?) Everybody,
dates and all, sported black string
ties and cigars (what?) for the occasion. Northerners didn’t stand a

chance all evening much less when

they ganged up right and left and
started pulling Southern songs and
sayings in the Charades session.
How were the damnyankees supposed to know all those ole hillbilly
songs? Jerry Ford and Tom Wimsatt were horning in on everybody
else’s dates all except Rip Wissing’s
import from Portsmouth, Margie.
He kept an eye on her. Jim Kennedy
was thar with the owner of the
house.
Don’t want to get nasty or
thing but why are Bill Kehl
Don Cosgrove sporting those
clothes? And then the spirit

anyand
new
com-

mittee had a B-I-G party soon after
certain financial reports were turned
in...

heh, heh, we’re just kiddin’!

As one mouse said to another:
“Here comes the puddy tat” (and

he looks familiar so we’re runnin’. .)
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Campus Interviews on Cigarette Tests
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“Let's get
down to
bear facts! is

: ‘Te sudden rash of quick-trick cigarette
tests may have caused panda-monium
on the campus—but our scholarly friend was
_ unperturbed. He pondered the facts of the
case and decided that one-puff or one-sniff tests
.. single inhale and exhale comparisons are _
hardly conclusive. Proof of cigarette mildness doesn’t come
that fast! And that’s exactly why we suggest...

THE SENSIBLE TEST—the 30-Day Camel Mildness Test
judgments

needed. After you’ve enjoyed Camels—and only Camels—
for 30 days in your “T-Zone” (T for Throat, T for Taste) :

we believe youll know why.. 7

:

More People Smoke Camels
than any other cigarette!

a

a pack after pack, day after day basis. No snap

|
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which simply asks you to try Camels as your steady smoke—on

